The freshmen of the PSI Sigma Kappa chapter of the upperclassmen of that house by a score of 33-6 in a football game played the Harvard Tech field last Sunday afternoon.

Among these participating in the game were the following: freshmen: Douglas L. Reddick, Village H. Fulton, George E. Consonni, College T. Sullivan and Samuel B. Wyatt.

The technology students, $187.50 worth of which have not yet been announced.
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PRECISE LEGISLATION

UNDERGRADUATE CONSTITUTION

The Undergraduate Constitution has a very little to do with the activities which only not ambiguous, but incomplete, and no longer conservative, or perhaps it should be said that these have no more to do with the Constitution than it has deferred to concern undergraduate activities, specifically those under the supervision of the Institute Committee. Much of the Undergraduate Constitution means little more than the carefully worded words which it says it means. But if the Committee wants new regulations to apply, they should be put through the proper channels.

The American Student Union is a perfect illustration of the confusion now existing. Two years ago it was organized in February, and has been holding meetings since then. It was refused "recognition" last April, and "recognized" according to the Constitution merely the right to use the Institute name; what it means to the Institute Committee and to the Walker Memorial Committee is a variable indeterminate function of several unknown quantities.

The A. S. U. Committee deems the power of the Constitution within the power of the Institute Committee. Much of the Undergraduate Constitution means little more than the carefully worded words which it says it means. But if the Committee wants new regulations to apply, they should be put through the proper channels.
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Tech Soccer Team Loses Brown Game

Brown Booters Show Strength By Beating Tech With Score of 5-0

Handicapped by the absence of two first-string forwards, and playing against one of the strongest teams in the competition, the Tech soccer team went last to Brown Saturday by a score of 5-0.

During the first period the teams played very evenly, but during the last twenty minutes the Brown booters, playing with two new scorers came when Read (18) hauled the ball across the goal line. The second period. During the rest of the period the Tech men held tight, and there was no further scoring.

In the third period Swaffield (G. R.) made the fifth goal for the Brown men in the last score of the game.

Hockey Gets Started

+++

15 Bladersmen Report To Varsity Practice

Seven new freshmen and practically the entire Varsity squad of last year returned during the initial practices which opened up this fall. The largest turnout for this sport since its inauguration at Technology. This latter achievement was accomplished mainly through the efforts of one of the best fencers the school has ever had, Mr. Moulter at the Squash Courts.

The freshman team, under Captain Henry Guerke Ninth, has had in and financial aid. This latter achievement was accomplished mainly through the efforts of one of the best fencers the school has ever had, Mr. Moulter at the Squash Courts.

The Interfraternity Touch Football Tournament Near's Finishing
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